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P R O C E E D I N G S1

1:31 p.m.2

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Good afternoon, all. 3

This is Judge Froehlich.  It's 1:30 Eastern Time, and4

I'm here in Rockville with Judge Bollwerk.  On the5

telephone line with us is Judge Barnett.  I also have6

our law clerks, Lindsey Simmons and Sarah Ladin, to7

help set off this conference call today.8

This is a telephone status call, the sixth9

in a series -- hopefully, the last of a series -- in10

the matter of Powertech USA, Docket No. 40-9075-MLA,11

concerning the Dewy-Burdock In Situ Uranium Recovery12

Facility.13

Public notice scheduling of this telephone14

conference call was issued on April 4th, and provision15

has been made for a bridge line for the parties of16

this case and for a public listen-only line for17

interested members of the public.18

At this time, could we please just take19

the appearances of the parties to the proceeding.  Is20

the licensee, Powertech, and its counsel on the line?21

MR. PUGSLEY:  Yes, Judge Froehlich. 22

Christopher Pugsley for Powertech.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you.  And for the24

intervener, the Oglala Sioux Tribe?25
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MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This1

is Jeff Parsons on behalf of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.2

MR. STILLS:  And good morning, Your3

Honors.  Also Travis Stills on behalf of the Oglala4

Sioux Tribe.5

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And let me ask6

once again.  Is there counsel or a representative of7

the Consolidated Interveners on our line?8

MR. FRANKEL:  Yes, Your Honor.  David9

Frankel here for Consolidated Interveners.10

JUDGE BARNETT:  Thank you, Mr. Frankel.11

MR. BALLANCO:  Good morning, Your Honor. 12

Tom Ballanco for Consolidated Interveners.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Good morning, Mr.14

Ballanco.  And for the Commission staff?15

MS. MONTEITH:  Hi, Your Honor.  Emily16

Monteith for the NRC staff calling from Chicago,17

Illinois at headquarters with David Cylkowski and18

members of the NRC staff are also in the room.19

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  All right.  Thank20

you.21

MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, this Anthony22

Thompson for Powertech as well.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Oh, good to have you24

with us, sir.  Thank you.25
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As we proceed through this call, would the1

parties kindly identify themselves before they speak. 2

It'll make things a lot easier for our court reporter3

and we'll have a better record of this conference4

call.5

As I mentioned, we've had five telephone6

status calls with the parties and the last of which7

was on March 27th, 2018.  During that March 27th8

conference call, we primarily discussed the parties9

reaction to the NRC staff's chosen approach to10

resolving contention 1A.  However, since that11

telephone conference proceeded, the NRC staff12

requested deadlines to see formal responses from the13

parties.  The parties didn't definitively answer14

whether they would participate in the NRC staff's15

chosen approach.16

Since then, the Oglala Sioux Tribe and17

Powertech did provide responses to the NRC staff18

concerning the March 2018 approach.  However, as we19

noted in our April 4th order, the responses from the20

party did not definitively answer whether or not they21

would participate in the March 2018 approach.22

As such, we'd like to focus today's23

discussion on how the parties' responses impact the24

NRC staff's decision to implement that March 201825
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approach and in a more general sense, what the parties1

seek as the next procedural steps moving forward to2

resolve contention 1A.3

I'd like to begin with just a few4

questions from the NRC staff.  Ms. Monteith, has there5

been any discussions among the parties or with the6

staff since the last time we were in a telephone7

status call?8

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, Emily Monteith9

for the NRC staff.  We have not had any further10

substantive discussions with the parties since the11

last telephone conference.  But we did receive, of12

course, the input provided by the parties on the 30th.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  On the 30th?  Okay.  And14

I guess based on those responses that you received on15

the 30th, does the staff still plan to implement and16

move forward with the March 2018 approach?17

MS. MONTEITH:  The staff's intent has been18

to move forward with the selected approach.  I would19

note that the parties' responses raise the same20

questions that the Board identified in its April 4th21

order and the staff had intended to seek clarification22

on some points in this teleconference.  So we would23

like to hear what the parties have to say on those24

matters as it is possible the responses could affect25
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how we proceed.1

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And I guess with2

the clear responses from each of the parties to this3

case, the staff will have enough information to move4

forward to the next steps and the implementation of5

their March 2018 approach?6

MS. MONTEITH:  Yes, I think that's our7

expectation.  It would, again, depend on the nature of8

the responses that we obtain.  But if we do proceed,9

we would intend to proceed as described in the March10

16th letter.11

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Ms. Monteith,12

could I ask you of you, what was the NRC staff's13

response -- the reaction to the Oglala Sioux Tribe's14

description, I guess, of the possible impediments to15

get participation in that March 2018 approach?  And16

specifically, what was the staff's reaction to the17

Oglala Sioux Tribe's request to be directly reimbursed18

by the NRC as part of the contractor cost for its19

participation?20

MS. MONTEITH:  With respect to that21

question, I would say as the Board has observed with22

respect to direct payments, it has been the NRC's23

longstanding practice to not reimburse tribes for24

their participation in NHPA or these activities.  To25
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institute a policy reversing that approach, it would1

likely require agency-wide coordination at a senior2

management level, potentially even engagement with the3

Commission.4

The practical mechanisms for doing so,5

contractual or otherwise, would also need to be vetted6

and established.  And the bottom line is these7

activities are not compatible with the schedule for8

implementing the staff's selected approach.  As we9

voted, the implementation of the essential elements of10

this approach is contingent upon operating in close11

alignment of the schedule.12

I would also add on that point that as it13

is our understanding that such payments to the Tribe14

would be characterized as fee recoverable, Powertech15

would ultimately bear the cost of those16

reimbursements.  Therefore, if such payments were to17

occur, it would be more efficient for Powertech to18

follow the established practice as having licensees19

provide any such compensation directly to the Tribe.20

And I guess I'd also add that I think the21

staff believes the selected approach is a reasonable22

methodology for obtaining information on the Lakota23

Sioux cultural resources independent of Powertech24

looking at the determination on the level of25
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compensation for tribes who choose to participate. 1

The staff carefully considered the input provided by2

the parties in the draft approach to form the basis of3

its selected approach.4

In the view that the licensee will have to5

pay what the Oglala Sioux Tribe is requesting, we6

selected what we believe is a reasonable approach7

under which the licensee already bears the majority of8

the financial burden.9

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms.10

Monteith.  There was a second, I guess, concern that11

the Tribe had raised and that dealt with their12

involvement or their requested involvement in13

selecting a contractor or developing the scope of work14

in the proposal.  What is the staff's reaction to15

those concerns?  And yes, what is the staff's response16

to those concerns?17

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, I've seen the18

plan previously, that the NRC cannot provide an19

opportunity for the Oglala Sioux Tribe to provide20

input on the statement of work or selection of a21

contractor the staff will be using to implement the22

selected approach.  In its recent letter, the Tribe23

suggested that it had had such an opportunity in the24

past.  What the Tribe is referring to is an earlier25
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survey negotiation which would've involved the1

licensee hiring the contractor to support a site2

survey.3

Under those circumstances, there was no4

legal barrier to the Tribe providing input on the5

statement of work of selection of the contractor.  For6

the current staff approach, the circumstances are7

different.  The NRC is hiring the contractor directly8

so federal procurement and contract laws apply in this9

case.10

Under these circumstances, these laws,11

including, as we previously noted, Section 170a of the 12

Atomic Energy Act, preclude the Tribe's involvement in13

the staff selection of a contractor or development of14

a contractor's statement of work.15

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I see.  There is16

nothing, though, to prevent the staff from including17

the concerns that the Tribe had raised previously as18

the staff negotiates or drafts the statement of work19

for their contractor; is that correct?20

MS. MONTEITH:  The statement of work21

reflects -- it encompasses the staff's March selected22

approach.  So the contractor would be supporting the23

approach that we've drawn up.  It would be including24

the two site survey opportunities and interview the25
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tribal elders, meeting with that Tribal Council to the1

extent that they requested and can be supported.  All2

of these elements would be included.3

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms.4

Monteith.  Can I get the NRC staff's reaction to5

Powertech's conditions, for its participation in the6

March 2018 approach?  What was the NRC staff's7

reaction to Powertech's request that it not be charged8

for the costs of the NRC employees, the FTEs that are9

required and the costs associated with the contractor?10

MS. MONTEITH:  Well, these costs for the11

FTE and contractor to implement the selected approach12

are fee recoverable.  And the staff intends to bill13

the licensee for these costs in accordance with its14

standard fee recovery procedure.15

I would note that there is a process in16

which Powertech may seek relief from these fees.  In17

10 C.F.R. 170.11(b), there's a provision that the18

Commission may grant an exemption from Department if19

it's determined doing so is authorized by law and20

otherwise in the public interest.21

Powertech would have to pursue that relief22

from the Office of the Chief Financial Officer. 23

However, neither the licensing staff involved in the24

proceeding or I believe the Board are in a position to25
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provide any assurance to Powertech that such relief1

could be granted or would be granted.2

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I see.  And is the staff3

familiar with any situation in which an applicant --4

or in this case a licensee has balked at being charged5

the costs associated with work on their application?6

MS. MONTEITH:  Oh, I would just say that7

outside of the exemption process I've just described,8

I'm not aware of any precedence of the staff agreeing9

to not bill the licensee as it's presumptively10

required to do for licensing related activities.11

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And following on12

that, as the NRC staff would be billing the licensee13

for the work done, what penalty, sanctions, or14

assurances are that those fees would be recovered from15

the licensee or an applicant?16

MS. MONTEITH:  I believe that's sort of17

within the wheelhouse of the Office of the Chief18

Financial Officer.  I'm not sure that we pursue fee19

recovery in the licensing division.  So is that you're20

asking, Your Honor, how we guarantee that such fees21

would be recovered?22

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Well, I assume there is23

a process for which the agency would go after an24

applicant or licensee for payment of fees that are25
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incurred in processing of their application in1

furtherance of their license.  And I was just curious2

on what sanctions there might be or what powers the3

staff has to make sure that they would be able to4

recover any bills, any charges made to an applicant or5

licensee.6

MS. MONTEITH:  I don't believe the7

licensing staff really has any involvement in that8

process.  I expect that the Office of the Chief9

Financial Officer does have such a process.  And I'm10

not specifically aware of what sanctions might be11

involved.  They may be able proceed by an order, but12

I'm not familiar with that in the enforcement context.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And all of this14

would be covered in Section 140 of 10 C.F.R. having to15

do with recovering of fees for expenses incurred in16

processing a license or application?17

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, I'm not18

involved in implementing Part 140, so I'm not entirely19

sure.  I know the fees themselves are governed under20

Part 170.21

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  170?  I'm sorry.22

MS. MONTEITH:  Yes, Part 170 is the fee23

rule.  It's for these types of the relief.24

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, okay.  I noticed25
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also in the response from Powertech that Powertech had1

put forward what looked like three prerequisites that2

would affect what guarantees or assurances Board or3

staff could give to them or give to the process.  Did4

the staff have any reaction or any views on those5

first three conditions in the Powertech response?6

MS. MONTEITH:  We have nothing specific to7

add to the Board's observations on the day before or8

on the conditions except that we continue to believe9

that the approach we have selected provides the best10

opportunity to resolving the issues identified in11

Contention 1A.12

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And thank you,13

Ms. Monteith.  I'd like to turn now -- well, I'd like14

to see if Judge Bollwerk or Judge Barnett has any15

questions at this stage for the Agency staff?16

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Not yet.17

JUDGE BARNETT:  No.18

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Let's move on. 19

And I'd like to ask of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, it's a20

follow up on your written response and also what21

you've heard from Ms. Monteith just now.  If the22

Oglala Sioux Tribe is not allowed input regarding23

contractor selection or finalizing the scope of the24

work for the Agency's selected contractor, how exactly25
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would that affect the extent of the Tribe's1

participation?2

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This3

is Jeff Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.4

I appreciated Ms. Monteith's description5

of the NRC staff's response.  And as the Tribe stated6

in its most recent letter, it certainly has strong7

preference for the Tribe to have input on those8

matters.  As we stated, it's not a bar to our9

participation.10

I would note that there have been11

experiences in the past with certain contractors where12

the tribes have had negative experiences and decided13

that that would not be a contractor that they would14

work with in the future.  I think this came up in a15

previous iteration, previous negotiations years ago on16

this matter where there was a contractor selected that17

the Tribe said -- actually taken a formal position18

that, because of their past experiences, they wouldn't19

work with.20

So I think that was the gist of the21

concern that the Tribe has that if -- without knowing22

who the contractor is or the list.  I know Ms.23

Monteith, at one point, suggested a name, and I don't24

have any specific information on that contractor.  But25
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I think that was the basis of our concern in that1

regard, if that contractor is someone that has had bad2

experiences with these tribes in the past, then that3

would be the only concern.4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 5

I just want to clarify.  So you apparently have a6

formal position about a particular contractor at some7

point in the past, correct?8

MR. PARSONS:  That's my understanding.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And that formal position10

was made known to the staff at the time?11

MR. PARSONS:  I believe so.12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And so the staff has that13

name, I take it?14

MR. PARSONS:  That is my understanding. 15

It is in the record in this case.16

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  And let me ask Ms.17

Monteith.  Ms. Monteith, do you know what he's18

referring to?19

MS. MONTEITH:  I'm afraid I do not know,20

Your Honor.  If you can provide that name again.  And21

the staff says that they are not aware of this either. 22

So perhaps you can provide -- well, actually, I should23

be cautious about that because I'm afraid that even24

stepping into that might kind of step into the issue25
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we have with obtaining input from the Tribe on the1

selection of a contractor.  But that said, I'm not2

aware of such information being provided to us.  And3

if it has been in the past, it's not been collected in4

a long time.5

And I would like to clarify that I didn't6

suggest to Mr. Parsons that any specific contractor7

may be selected in this approach.  When we had our8

counsel-to-counsel teleconference, he thought that one9

way to determine whether there are any potential pool10

of contractors that might be of concern to the Tribe11

would be to examine the contractors that have been12

used by the staff in previous efforts and of13

litigation.14

So I referred him to the name of a15

contractor that the Tribe themselves cited in their16

May 31st, 2017 letter regarding the staff's views on17

site surveys.  So if we've had any concerns about a18

contractor -- and I'm not sure if that contractor is,19

in fact, in the pool of available contractors at this20

point.  But their concerns were made clear to us on21

that point.22

MR. PARSONS:  This is Jeff Parsons again. 23

Thank you for that.  I appreciate that you have to be24

careful in that regard.25
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I'll point, I guess, in the record, in the1

final supplemental environmental impact statement,2

there's a recounting of sort of the process they went3

through in the FSEIS, pages 123 and 124.  It talks4

about in 2012, a proposal that was put forward and5

then rejected by the tribes, and that's what we're6

referring to.7

So this was maybe six years ago or so.  I8

don't anticipate that being a problem, but I did want9

to flag it as a potential issue.  Not knowing who the10

contractor is or what the scope of work is, obviously,11

that, I think, legitimately gives the Tribe a little12

pause.  But we're comfortable with, as we stated13

multiple times, the approach that the NRC staff has14

laid out.  So we are hopeful that won't be a problem.15

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Now probably to16

a little bit more sensitive portion of the concerns17

that were raised.  If the Oglala Sioux Tribe is18

provided with neither reimbursement for its time or19

expenses nor an honorarium, how exactly would that20

affect the extent of the Tribe's participation in the21

staff's proposed March 2018 approach?22

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This23

is Jeff Parsons again on behalf of the Tribe.24

So as we recounted in our letter, every25
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iteration of this approach has assumed or included1

reference and inclusion of reasonable costs for2

reimbursement for the Tribe's costs and staff time,3

expenses.  We think that that's very reasonable and4

certainly helps a great deal for the Tribe to be able5

to participate to the full extent.6

As the Tribe has also indicated I think in7

multiple places in the record in this case, the Tribe8

is not one with such resources that it doesn't get9

strained with all of the work that the Tribal Historic10

Preservation Office has.  And there's very important11

work obviously going on in the Tribal Historic12

Preservation Office and much of it with a very high13

level of import to the Tribal Council and the tribal14

leadership.15

Not to be flippant, and we are certainly16

interested in resolving these concerns, but it's17

difficult to pitch facilitating the applicant or the18

licensee's uranium mine construction as a hugely high19

priority for them to devote already strained resources20

when they have so many important things to do.21

Having those resources available to the22

Tribe makes a big difference in engaging -- the23

ability to engage the staff to work and do all of the24

necessary tasks laid out by the NRC's proposed plan25
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which are not insignificant.  And of course, we1

appreciate the level of involvement that the NRC staff2

has included in the plan.  But at the same time, it3

must be recognized that that puts a strain on the4

Tribe's resources.5

In a similar vein, in the Tribe's efforts6

to recruit other tribes to engage in this process7

which we have repeatedly said is very important and a8

critical component.  And again, we appreciate the NRC9

staff including that component in their formal10

proposal.  Having reimbursement for costs for those11

tribes to engage in this effort makes a very big12

difference in their ability, not just their desire but13

their ability to engage in the process.14

And so I think it's not an unusual thing15

for experts who are asked to engage in these kinds of16

surveys to be compensated for their out-of-pocket17

costs and staff time.  I think as the Board noted in18

its order, it's very difficult to get experts to19

conduct their work in the field without some20

reimbursement for their cost.21

Indeed, if Powertech had conducted the22

necessary cultural resources on the front end as part23

of the application process or any time during this24

litigation, certainly those costs would've been borne25
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by the applicant -- or by the licensee, sorry.  And1

that would've been taken care of in that manner.  And2

so we see no difference in this case.  We firmly3

believe that the applicant ought to step forward and4

provide for that reasonable reimbursement.5

So we will engage as much we are able. 6

Certainly, it's hard to speak to how the other tribes7

will respond to a concept should it come to fruition8

that they would get no -- not even out-of-pocket9

compensation or staff time reimbursement for their10

efforts.  I think that complicates the matter greatly11

and would frustrate the design of the implementation12

of the plan.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Could I ask you,14

Mr. Parsons, to break down the types of costs for15

which the Tribe or tribes would anticipate receiving16

or in other cases that you're familiar with, the type17

of costs that they were either paid or reimbursed for18

in projects such as this?  I mean, what kind of costs19

are we talking about other than staff time?20

MR. PARSONS:  Yes, Your Honor.  Again,21

this is Jeff Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.  I will22

have to pull some of that information up hopefully as23

we're here.24

There have been several proposals that25
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have been back and forth over the years.  Many of1

those included out-of-pocket costs for things such as2

travel, a per diem for meals and lodging should it be3

necessary.  Those are the costs -- I think out-of-4

pocket costs that I'm referring to.5

And then on top of that, there was6

compensation for the staff time associated also with7

what has been referred to as an honorarium which I8

think also was anticipated to help defray the costs of9

staff time in the field and necessary to review10

reports, et cetera.  I'm happy to refer the Board to11

some of those letters that are in the record.  I can12

find the references to those when I have a moment to13

do so.14

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Is the staff time15

a separate charge or a separate expense from things16

that are picked up by the honorarium in cases that17

you're familiar with?18

MR. PARSONS:  That is my understanding.19

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  So there's, like, staff20

time as well as an honorarium.  Is that what you're21

telling me?22

MR. PARSONS:  My understanding is that the23

staff time and the honorarium are.  The honorarium24

rather is designed to go toward staff time.25
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JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay, okay.  All right.1

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 2

So the out-of-pocket expenses are something that's3

handled outside of the honorarium or inside the4

honorarium?5

MR. PARSONS:  I believe that's outside the6

honorarium --7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you.8

MR. PARSONS:  -- Your Honor.9

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  All right.  Are10

any of these items that we have just discussed11

sufficiently critical that they will prevent the12

Oglala Sioux Tribe from participating in the March13

2018 approach?14

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This15

is Jeff Parsons again.  With the caveat -- and16

certainly, I appreciate the question as asked in the17

order.  Would it prevent the Tribe from participating18

entirely?  No, it will not.19

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  All right.  And20

I wonder if you could address the time line, the21

deadlines that are set forth in the time line that the22

staff provided as Attachment 1 or Exhibit 1 to its23

March 2018 approach?24

MR. PARSONS:  You would like me to address25
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that?1

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  The staff approach2

includes certain deadlines and milestones for the3

implementation of that March 2018.  And I was4

wondering if those deadlines, those milestones are5

consistent with the dates that will be convenient for6

the Tribe, that would work for the Tribe, and whether7

the Tribe anticipates any problems in meeting those8

deadlines and adhering to the schedule that the staff9

has included as part of its March approach.10

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Jeff11

Parsons again for the Tribe.  I appreciate the12

clarification.13

The Tribe has, I think, been consistent14

with these dates.  Although somewhat tight, I think15

are achievable.  And so the Tribe is, at this point,16

comfortable with those.  We do note that there are17

some significant components that have not been fully18

vetted or fully described in terms of the methodology. 19

But at this point, based on what we have in hand, the20

Tribe is comfortable with that time line.21

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  So for example,22

on the methodology in which you just mentioned, there23

is a period of time or a milestone for input and24

discussions among the staff and the Tribe.  And that25
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is workable, that timing of that milestone is1

consistent with the schedules of your client?2

MR. PARSONS:  My information to date is,3

yes, that that's consistent.4

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.5

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Bollwerk, this is6

Chris Pugsley for Powertech.  I'd like to ask a7

question, if I may.8

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes, sir.9

MR. PUGSLEY:  I know that the last time10

that we all convened on the status call that there11

were comments stating that there hadn't been12

sufficient communications with the other Lakota Sioux13

Tribes that were supposed to be included in the scope14

of work here for the site surveys.15

I wonder whether or not we need to get16

some information clarifying whether or not the17

schedule is in keeping with the other tribes because18

it's not just the Oglala Sioux Tribe that have been19

implicated in the NRC staff's March proposal.  It's20

other tribes as well.21

MR. PARSONS:  Your Honor, this is Jeff22

Parsons, if I may respond.23

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Please.24

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you.  The Tribe has25
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previously indicated that it's made outreach attempts1

and made some successful outreach to other tribes2

indicating their desire to participate.  However,3

again, it's sort of the cart before the horse problem4

here that without being able to inform both tribes as5

to under what circumstances they will be reimbursed6

for their expenses, it's difficult to commit anyone to7

a strict schedule and a scope of work without knowing8

what kind of reimbursement they are going to have. 9

That certainly changes the equation.10

The Tribe had been hoping at this point to11

have a firm commitment from the applicant -- or excuse12

me -- from the licensee to be able to communicate to13

the other tribes as to the conditions under which they14

would be asked to participate in the survey.  We have15

yet to get that concrete information.16

And so the Tribe is in a position of being17

asked to commit -- itself commit as well as commit18

other tribes to an exercise that it can't even give19

the details with respect to the costs of20

reimbursements.  And I think that puts the Tribe,21

frankly, in an untenable position.22

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I appreciate that, Mr.23

Parsons.  And I guess that takes us to the questions24

that the Board has for the licensee.25
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What is, at this point in time,1

Powertech's position on the expenses that are normally2

associated with this type of a survey, these expenses3

being the honoraria, the out-of-pocket expenses and4

the costs of staff time attendant to the collection of5

data as part of the March 2018 approach?6

MR. PARSONS:  Judge Froehlich, Chris7

Pugsley for Powertech.  This is going to be kind of a8

step-by-step answer so please bear with me.9

First, we respectfully did not agree with10

the Board's language in its previous order that we did11

not provide a definitive response because we basically12

put forth the conditions precedent to Powertech13

agreeing to pay for honoraria and reimbursements, so14

much so that things were satisfied such as that this15

would be an end to the contention that the honoraria16

would be paid assuming that the work was done by the17

tribes, et cetera.  So our client believes that they18

have put their position forward on that particular19

perspective.20

One of the reasons that we are very21

adamant about the NRC staff finding a way to assume22

the costs of their FTE and their contractor, et23

cetera, is this Board has basically determined on two24

separate occasions that the staff -- and because the25
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National Environmental Policy Act, it's the1

responsibility of the agency and not the licensee that2

the Board has determined the staff has failed to3

satisfy the statutory and regulatory requirements of4

that statute.5

And that we are being asked now, as we6

have put in our response dated March 30, we're being7

asked to put in a significant incremental increase in8

terms of funding for a narrow resource area in the9

larger context of a NEPA document, a Part 51 document10

here in the FSEIS, to the tune of close to 40 percent11

incremental increase.  And it's not the fault of the12

licensee.13

The licensee -- and despite the fact Mr.14

Parsons said previously that had Powertech conducted15

the proper cultural resource survey.  Well, Powertech16

was not responsible for that.  Powertech made the site17

available to the Oglala Sioux Tribe as well as the18

other tribes identified as consulting parties to come19

and survey the site under the criteria they deemed20

appropriate.21

And we offered to address the honoraria22

and the reimbursements.  And that's what we did on two23

separate occasions.  And that's part of the reason,24

Your Honor, why Powertech is saying NRC staff should25
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bear the cost of this.1

Now whether -- Ms. Monteith, I appreciate2

the fact that she has cited the Part 170 regulations3

of which Mr. Thompson and I are very familiar with in4

terms of fee waivers and things of that nature.  And5

the only other avenue available to the staff to the6

extent of my knowledge is the fact that the Commission7

has a 90 percent fee recovery agency under federal8

statute and that they have a 10 percent discretionary9

budget that they could expend the resources through10

that budget.  But other than that, the costs will be11

passed on to Powertech.12

What we're basically saying is that we13

articulated our position in our letter that we would14

be fine with the honoraria and the reimbursements if15

the conditions that as the Board saw fit and rightly16

so to put in their order on pages 2 and 3 of the order17

that that would be acceptable.  So what we're18

basically saying right now as the licensee is that we19

are at a point where we think that if we can have20

these conditions put in on the process that there's21

something to work with here.22

And so if the question from the Board is,23

are we refusing to pay, the answer is no, we're not24

refusing.  And I don't think our letter dated March 3025
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said anything to that note.  It's that we believe that1

we are sufficiently far enough in the process where we2

have to have assurances as a licensee that there is --3

for lack of a better term -- light at the end of the4

tunnel.  So I would say that would be how we view this5

at the current time.6

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I appreciate that, Mr.7

Pugsley.  I view the staff proposal as an avenue to8

resolve the sole remaining contention in this case. 9

I can't pre-judge that they will follow through.  And10

as to the implementation at this point, I cannot11

project how it ultimately will come out.12

But as an approach to resolving the sole13

contention that remains in this case, this seems, to14

me at least, as a viable avenue to resolving the15

contention.  And as you know, there have been almost16

a dozen contentions in this proceeding, and we have17

all been through this process now for six, seven18

years.  And as each has come up, the Board and the19

parties have addressed them within the confines of the20

Agency's rules and regulations.  And one by one, they21

have all been resolved.22

At this stage, I think the Board is23

looking to hear a commitment from all the parties,24

including the licensee, that we will approach and25
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resolve this final contention just as we have all the1

ones that preceded it.  And I don't know what more of2

an assurance or guarantee Powertech can expect from3

either the Board or the staff at this point.4

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley5

for Powertech.  The assurances, Your Honor, we're6

asking for are exactly outlined in our March 30 letter7

is that we are basically -- we agree.  We've been8

through a six-, seven-, eight-year process through9

dealing with these multiple contentions.  And you are10

absolutely correct, that we have resolved these11

contentions through various different processes,12

whether it'd be evidentiary hearing or summary13

disposition.14

However, this particular contention has15

morphed into something that is completely different16

from what we have dealt with.  And all the Board needs17

to do to understand that difference is to look at the18

incremental cost that is to be delegated to Powertech19

to address this area that has changed dramatically20

from 2015 until now in terms of scope, in terms of21

work, in terms of requirements.22

Powertech has made very clear in its March23

30 letter that it is prepared to address the honoraria24

and reimbursement costs with certain conditions25
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precedent.  So that does not mean that Powertech is1

refusing to reimburse the tribes and that we are2

prepared to discuss getting things done.3

But at the same time, we are now --4

honestly, Your Honor, we're being penalized for the5

staff's failure according to the Board's decisions to6

satisfy the NEPA process to the tune of seven figures. 7

And for a company that does not have cash flow, that8

does not have properties in development right now,9

that the Dewey-Burdock project is their bread and10

butter, that we are being forced to commit resources11

that are way in excess of what other companies that12

are currently NRC licensees for ISR projects have been13

forced to commit.14

And as far as we're concerned, we want a15

solution.  There is no doubt.  We want a solution. 16

And we are certainly not refusing to pay expenses. 17

And I want to put Mr. Parsons' concerns to rest that18

an agreement to deal with honoraria and reimbursements19

is not off the table.  It's certainly on the table.20

But at the same time, we need some21

assurances on our part that we're not going to go down22

a path where we come to an agreement and we are forced23

to pay all of these costs that are well in excess of24

seven figures.  And then at the end of the day -- and25
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we've heard this discussed before on previous1

teleconferences with the Board -- that contentions can2

be revised or newly formed contentions that we could3

end up in an evidentiary hearing anyway.  So then we4

end up with litigation costs which Judge Bollwerk did5

note previously that we have to factor those costs6

into our assessment of what is cost prohibitive.7

MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, may I just say8

-- and this is Anthony Thompson for Powertech. 9

Frankly, this particular proposal by the staff is10

essentially reopening the entire NHPA process from the11

beginning as a tail end to the NEPA process.  And the12

cost of it is outrageous.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I appreciate your14

perspective, Mr. Thompson, but that really doesn't15

help us get through the, I guess, conditions or the16

three items that were listed in your response of the17

30th of March.18

Is there any legal support for those type19

of assurances that you're requesting?  Is there20

anything that you can point me to that a board or a21

court or anybody has either ceded to or been given22

such a set of preconditions?23

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley24

for Powertech.  I think that the conditions are --25
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because what we're talking about here is the1

functional equivalent of a settlement agreement in2

that we are trying to come to some sort of an3

arrangement between all the adverse parties where4

conditions are set that need to be fulfilled in order5

for the process to end.6

And that the court can enforce those7

orders of that agreement and basically say, you agreed8

to this and this is how we're going to proceed.  And9

if you don't agree -- if you agree to it and then you10

default on it, then the agreement is null and void.11

And I just think that what we're saying12

here is our client needs some sort of assurance that13

it's not -- the staff was kind enough to put together14

a cost estimate for FTE and contractors and all these15

other things.16

And by the way, just to answer the Board's17

questions previously, yes, we believe that payments to18

the Tribe or tribes for reimbursement and honoraria19

are handled by us, by Powertech, and not by the staff. 20

So that's something we would deal with.  But at the21

same time, this is no different from parties agreeing22

to a settlement agreement.  And that we need some23

assurance, whether it'd be from the Agency or from the24

Board or both, that there is a path forward.25
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Now, Your Honor, you said before that the1

proposal from the staff is a path forward to resolving2

the contention.  Well, that's not -- with due respect,3

that's not exactly accurate because there is still4

room for revising contentions and going to an5

evidentiary hearing.6

I mean, we've heard on previous calls --7

and I don't have the transcript in front of me.  But8

we've heard that there are still questions, like,9

well, we may agree with the process but we may not10

agree with the final product.11

Well, we can't afford that uncertainty. 12

We have a fiscal responsibility as a publically-traded13

company to our shareholders to assure them that we14

have a real path forward.  And that is, Your Honor,15

why we put those conditions in our March 30 letter.16

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Mr. Pugsley, I think17

what I am looking for from your client today is18

support of the staff approach to resolving this19

contention.  What appears to us is a good-faith effort20

based on the staff's experience in resolving21

contentions, resolving issues that are in this docket.22

At this point, the staff has come forth23

with a proposal, and the response from the licensee24

has been that the ASLBP has established enforceable25
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time tables and repercussions for missed time tables1

that are enforced against parties who fail to adhere2

to these time lines.3

Well, I suppose in the process, under the4

Agency's rules, there's opportunity for the Board to5

enforce time tables that have been set and to set6

forth penalties for any missed time tables.  However,7

the Board is not in a position to dictate or guide the8

pace at which the NRC staff conducts its analysis. 9

And there are many things that the Board just can't10

do.11

Similarly, to ask the Board to confirm12

that this contention will be satisfied ultimately13

through this process, well, how could anyone know14

whether it would be or wouldn't be?  From the15

proposal, it looks like it would address all the16

concerns that were articulated in the earlier Board17

decision.  And based on the way other contentions and18

other issues with the environmental deficiencies have19

been handled, this is an approach that would seem to20

address and hopefully resolve any concerns in there. 21

But for the Board to confirm that it will be satisfied22

through this process, we can't do that and it's23

unreasonable to expect that.24

As to the participation of tribes, I think25
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it's fairly clear that if a Tribe doesn't participate,1

it would be pretty late in the game for them to come2

forward and try to come at this again.  This is the3

opportunity that the staff has set forth to resolve4

this contention.  And if any party or any entity out5

there doesn't take advantage of it, they will have6

missed their chance.  Anything more than that, I don't7

think you can reasonably expect from a Board or from8

the Agency staff.9

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley10

from Powertech.  I understand you and appreciate your11

comments.  On Item 2 on page 3 which is the first one12

that you offered us input on, I think that we believe13

that the Board -- we had thought the Board could14

impose -- it's basically saying that if this is a15

settlement agreement, that this would provide a16

confirmation that Contention 1A would be satisfied.17

I mean, potentially, this could be18

something that the staff could say that if you agree19

to this, that that's the end of this and that20

something would be filed with the Board requesting21

that the Board terminate the contention. 22

Procedurally, I mean, either way, it works.  That's23

something we would need to evaluate on.24

The other point, the one problem we have25
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is that the Board determined that NEPA was not1

satisfied in the FSEIS because there wasn't adequate2

data.  And now based on its current ruling, it3

involves these multiple Lakota Tribes.4

Well, there are standards in NRC5

regulations to file new contentions based on newer,6

materially different information.  So that does not7

provide Powertech any assurance that a proceeding --8

if a Tribe did not participate, that if somehow9

another Tribe filed a report and they found10

information in there, that doesn't preclude them from11

trying to reintegrate themselves in the process.12

So what we're basically saying is we are13

open to exploring the March 2018 proposal and we have14

made clear in our March 30 letter that we are amenable15

to dealing with the honoraria and the reimbursements. 16

But at the same time, we are wondering -- we still17

don't understand why, as an Agency function, that we18

should be responsible for this type of cost,19

especially considering how it is commensurate with20

what we've already expended on the NEPA process.21

So since the staff has not been able to22

succeed in satisfying the process on two separate23

occasions, that's the reason why we filed what we did24

with the Board.25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, this is Judge1

Bollwerk.  The only thing I'll say is a settlement2

agreement is a settlement agreement.  And that means3

that the parties come to the Board with something4

they've agreed to, not something the Board has imposed5

and say, Your Honor, we settled this case.  This6

contention should be dismissed.7

This Board does not have ongoing equity8

powers to oversee a settlement agreement.  Normally,9

settlement agreements mean that the case -- this10

particular part of the case, this proceeding, this11

contention is settled and it's over with.  But the12

Board doesn't -- and I think there's Commission case13

law on this.  We can't oversee a settlement.  It's14

sort of an all-or-nothing situation with the parties. 15

Either the contention is in or the contention is out.16

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Bollwerk, Chris17

Pugsley again.  Thank you for that, and I guess I'm18

seeing it the same way you are which is that a19

settlement agreement is an independent agreement from20

the adjudicatory body and that basically if it's21

violated, then it's null and void.  But at the same22

time, part of the agreement is that the litigation23

would be terminated if you -- or the contention, that24

is, in this case, so --25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Sir, my understanding is1

if a settlement agreement is violated, you go to the2

Commission and complain to the Commission about the3

violation.  Typically, if a case has been terminated,4

which in theory if a contention here were terminated,5

this case would be over, you would need to deal with6

the Commission.  This Board would no longer exist and7

would have no authority with respect to enforcing that8

settlement agreement.9

MR. PUGSLEY:  But in your experience, sir,10

if the settlement agreement was agreed to and the11

contention would be terminated and the litigation12

would be over and we would just go to the Commission.13

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  The Commission would be14

the person you'd have to go talk to.15

MR. PUGSLEY:  All right.  Thank you, sir. 16

I appreciate that.17

(Simultaneous speaking.)18

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, I just want19

to make clear to you that we believe as Powertech that20

our March 30 submission outlined the circumstances in21

which we would be amenable to NRC staff's proposal for22

March 2018.  I apologize if there was any23

argumentative nature to this discussion here.  It24

certainly was not in the intent.25
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But I would like to say that all we care1

about is -- and the reason we put these conditions2

precedent into our proposal is we need to see an end3

to this in sight.  And frankly, based on what we've4

read thus far, we don't think we can achieve that5

without those conditions being satisfied.6

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  I appreciate that7

response, Mr. Pugsley.  What I think we need to8

accomplish in today's call is staff needs the9

assurance that if they proceed as they intend with10

their March 2018 approach that the parties will11

support their effort.  And I guess from Powertech's12

perspective, that involves access to the site and also13

the payment of whatever costs associated with the14

staff moving forward with its approach.15

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, Chris16

Pugsley for Powertech.  Yes, you categorized that17

absolutely accurately.  There are two separate classes18

of payments.  One is supporting the site survey which19

is your Question 2 on page 6.  And Powertech does not20

have a problem with supporting the site survey in the21

honoraria, the reimbursement.  I've said this over and22

over again so you're all sick of it by now.23

But that's not the issue.  The issue is24

the FTE, the contractor, and the staff expenses25
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associated with complying with a federal statute that1

while we, for the record, believe was already2

satisfied, is being done by the Agency a third time to3

try and figure this out to the tune of an expense that4

is incrementally exorbitant as far as we're concerned.5

And going back to Your Honor's order a6

couple years ago about cost prohibitiveness that7

that's where we are right now on that.  If you take8

all included, including what could be litigation costs9

that would come out of this, what could be the fact10

that -- and again, I said this a million times on11

these calls but I'll say it again.12

We've always tried to discover from NRC13

what a reasonable figure is for a Part 51 review,14

slash, NEPA review as well as a safety review in terms15

of a total license evaluation, an application16

evaluation.  We can't get a straight answer, and it's17

impossible because the staff has to deal with staffing18

issues.  They have to deal with budget.  They have to19

deal with timing.  And whatever estimate we get from20

the staff, it's always more.  It always is.  And I21

struggle to find an example of where it's less.22

So what we're saying is with all those23

variables taken into account, I think that what24

Powertech would like to hear from all the other25
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parties -- and if we have to do it on another call, we1

will.  But we want to hear some assurances about what2

is required of the licensee because what the staff is3

asking for in terms of FTE and contractors, in mine4

and Mr. Thompson's opinion, is, by its definition,5

cost prohibitive.6

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Mr. Pugsley, what I7

think we need here is a statement from the licensee as8

to whether or not you wish the NRC staff to continue9

its work to resolve the sole remaining contention in10

this case, the last sort of element of the license11

which Powertech has at this point.12

There is an outstanding issue that needs13

to be resolved.  The staff has come forward with an14

approach which appears, at least to this presiding15

officer, as a reasonable way of resolving that last16

contention, that last part of this license proceeding. 17

And after all the discussion from all the parties, we18

simply need to know whether Powertech wishes the staff19

to continue its work to resolve this issue or whether,20

in a roundabout way, the licensee is asking the staff21

to stop its work and not commit any more resources22

towards finalizing the license in this docket.23

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, Chris24

Pugsley for Powertech.  Thank you for that.25
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I would say, number one, I would note for1

the record that we have, as a licensee, proposed an2

alternative -- I'm more than sure you and Judge3

Bollwerk and Judge Barnett are aware of what we4

proposed -- that that is still on the table.  So that5

is something that is a potential avenue for the staff6

to explore in terms of satisfying NEPA.7

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Mr. Pugsley, I'm sorry8

to interrupt you.  I believe the staff has chosen its9

route which in their judgement is the best, most10

efficient, and most practical way to resolve this.11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Ms. Monteith, would you13

agree with that?  Is that what your approach is?14

MS. MONTEITH:  Yes, Your Honor, we feel15

that this is the most reasonable approach to resolving16

the identified issues in Contention 1A and that is why17

we selected it.18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you.19

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And the Board has20

no power to second guess or direct the staff to devote21

its efforts and resources in any way.  This is the22

approach that has been selected by the staff.23

They have done, from what I can see in the24

pleadings, the groundwork to implement this.  They25
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have come up with a time line on how long it will1

take.  They've come up with a cost estimate.  They've2

indicated the elements of cooperation and3

participation that's required of both the licensee and4

the interveners.  And what I'd like to be able to do5

is to resolve this discussion and send the staff on6

its path to resolving this contention.7

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, Chris8

Pugsley for Powertech.  I appreciate that comment and9

I would note that I'm not sure the date of the filing. 10

But I remember there was language in something from11

the staff that said that they chose this approach12

because they thought it was -- what was going to13

reasonably satisfy the opposing parties.14

And I don't necessarily think that that's15

-- I mean, it may be a reasonable approach from a16

process standpoint.  But I'm not sure Powertech agrees17

that it's a reasonable approach from a cost standpoint18

considering what really needs to be done to satisfy19

Part 51 requirements.20

But if Your Honor is requesting from21

Powertech a firm position on what we are willing to do22

going forward, I think that honestly you'll find that23

in our March 30 letter that that's what our position24

is.  And we were very clear in that letter stating25
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that we had no problem with reimbursing the Tribe and1

honoraria and all those other things.2

But we have a problem with these3

significant expenditures associated with what the4

staff plans to do.  And frankly, the time line5

associated with this is elongated to a point where it6

would not result in a timely resolution to the7

contention.  It would result in something being drawn8

out at least a year where this process has been going9

on for between six and eight years.10

But if Your Honor is asking of the11

licensee to formulate a particular position, I think12

that first I would say look to the March 30 letter. 13

Secondly, if there are specific questions that we14

would need to answer outside the scope of the Board's15

April 4th order, I guess we could handle those.  But16

I think that we find the staff's proposal cost17

prohibitive pursuant to the Board's previous order and18

that we think that it's unduly burdensome.  And I19

guess that's all I can say.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 21

Let me come at this from a slightly different22

approach.  What I've heard you say today is that you23

are not fundamentally opposed to the question of the24

payment of honoraria and out-of-pocket expenses that25
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while you have these prerequisites I guess would be1

one way to put it for the Board.2

As I've explained to you, you're3

approaching this like a settlement agreement, and I4

don't see how that plays out unless you're going to5

present us with a settlement agreement which I don't6

see that happening, at least at this point.  So it7

sounds to me like your fundamental problem at this8

point is with the reimbursement to the staff; am I9

correct?10

MR. PUGSLEY:  That is one of -- that is11

the fundamental problem at this point, Your Honor.  I12

think that there may be.  The conditions precedent on13

other things in terms of the payment of when the14

payment of the honoraria are done as we articulated in15

our letter of March 30 is a problem as well.  But yes,16

that is the fundamental problem.17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Having said18

that, let me turn then to Ms. Monteith.  So I19

understand, as you mentioned, that there is a20

provision in Part 170 for Powertech to seek an21

exemption; is that correct?22

MS. MONTEITH:  Yes, Your Honor, that is23

correct.24

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Does it sound to you like25
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they are framing an exemption request?1

MS. MONTEITH:  I am not qualified to judge2

that, I'm afraid.  Mr. Pugsley has stated that he is3

familiar with that process, so I think he might be in4

a better position to know.5

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Mr. Pugsley, do you think6

you're framing an exemption request?7

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Bollwerk, I am very8

familiar with the process and I know that exemptions9

-- I know Mr. Thompson has been involved in those10

things for a great deal of time.  So if he wants to11

chime in, I encourage him to do so.12

But I will say they're rare.  The13

Commission has a ten percent discretionary budget14

under Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, and they15

spend it wisely as I'm sure everybody who works at NRC16

is familiar with.  So the point is whether or not we17

could convince the Commission to allow that, I don't18

know.  I don't know the answer to that, but the level19

of uncertainty associated with that is large.20

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, if I may.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes, Ms. Monteith,22

please.  This is Judge Bollwerk.  Thank you.23

MS. MONTEITH:  Thank you.  I appreciate24

Mr. Pugsley raising the ten percent approximate25
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discretionary budget of the Agency.  However, I think1

the driving issue is that the nature of the fees2

associated.  The fees associated with the3

environmental review of a license application, per our4

regulations, are fee recoverable.5

And wherever -- so if they pursue that6

through the OCFO and obtain a waiver and exemption,7

perhaps that comes from the discretionary budget, but8

it's the nature of the fees.  The licensing staff does9

not have any authority to grant such an exemption or10

to weigh in on such an  exemption.  There's a11

separation of functions concerned with respect to OCFO12

as they report directly to the Commission.13

So I think that maybe the most productive14

way to approach this would be to assume that such an15

exemption would not be granted.  And again, that is16

not me representing the ultimate outcome of them17

pursing that avenue.  But without a guarantee that18

these fees would be waived or exempted, I think that19

they have to -- for purposes of our discussion today20

-- perhaps take the conservative position that they21

wouldn't be.22

And so on that understanding, is Powertech23

prepared to provide any of the reimbursements that24

might support participation in the site survey?  Is25
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Powertech stating that they would not support the site1

survey under any circumstance including opening the2

site to the tribes to work on the site survey?3

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Bollwerk, Chris4

Pugsley for Powertech.  Number one, yes, I appreciate5

Ms. Monteith's perspective on the fee issue.  That is6

correct that the licensing staff merely provides input7

to the OCFO's office in terms of what the fees are,8

what class they fall into in terms of are they fee9

recoverable or not, things of that nature.  That's10

pretty much how the process works.11

We have never said -- and our March 3012

letter speaks for itself -- that we have never said we13

would not support the site surveys.  It's that we have14

conditions that we think need to be met in order to15

assure us that if work -- now separating what Judge16

Bollwerk said about NRC staff fees and contractor17

fees.  We need assurances that the work to be done at18

the site by the tribes would be conclusive and would19

provide a path forward and an end to the process.20

And because there are variables that are21

out there that could extend the process further beyond22

NRC staff's time line, which you cannot amend or23

submit new contentions until the new or, quote,24

"materially different" information has presented, it25
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would extend it further than what the time line is1

which would result in more time and this company that2

has no cash flow, burning more investment capital.3

So with that said, I think that, yes,4

Judge Bollwerk, you're correct that our fundamental5

problem is what the staff is going to charge us from6

what they would do with their FTE, with their7

contractor, with other items associated with it.  But8

as we said in our March 30 response to the Board and9

to the staff that the idea of dealing with10

reimbursement and honoraria is not a problem.  It's11

something that can be dealt with.12

And I'm certainly willing to talk with Mr.13

Parsons on the phone about, how do we work this out? 14

How do we work it out where we make sure folks have15

appropriate transportation on the site like a van or16

something like that?  We can work that out.  That's17

fine.18

It's just that's not where the cost lies. 19

That's not what makes the staff's proposal cost20

prohibitive.  What makes it cost prohibitive is the21

FTEs, the contractor, and all the other staff billable22

fees that get passed down to Powertech.  That is 9023

percent of the problem.24

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Do you have anything25
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further?  This is Judge Bollwerk.  Do you have1

anything further for Mr. Pugsley?2

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Well, I think the3

question I had and I don't think we really have an4

answer to it is that it appears to me that the NRC5

staff has selected an approach and they are looking to6

move forward with it in conformity with the time line7

that was attached to their proposal.  And that time8

line will -- if the staff moves forward, there will be9

certain costs incurred, the cost of the contractor10

that they seek to employ as well as the staff time11

covered by the FTE.12

And as soon as they start that process13

under Part 170, these costs will be passed on or14

billed to or flowed through to the licensee.  And I15

think that the staff needs to know whether they should16

move forward with their March proposal or whether the17

licensee is asking the staff to stop work on it.18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 19

Let me flip this a different way.  Ms. Monteith, given20

what you've heard today, what does the staff plan to21

do?22

MS. MONTEITH:  There are a few other23

things we'd like to pin down if possible.  Your24

Honors, I'm unable to commit at the moment.  But what25
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I would like to know -- well, I'm very interested1

actually in the outcome, the response to Judge2

Froehlich's question right there because if it's3

Powertech's effective request is that we stop work,4

that has an absolute effect on how we would move5

forward.6

But I think what I want to understand7

besides that is assuming that Powertech expects us to8

continue work to support the ultimate license for this9

facility, we would need to know if -- actually, I10

should clarify.  We cannot meet -- we cannot represent11

that we can meet Powertech's condition directed at the12

staff that we not bill for the staff time and for the13

contractor.  As I've noted, there is a possibility14

that ultimately they can obtain an exemption.  But we15

cannot represent that we will meet that condition.  So16

understanding that, is it Powertech's --17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, isn't there one18

other thing that they should understand which is under19

Part 170, if you send them a bill and they don't pay20

it, one of the things that's going to happen is their21

license can be suspended and that has happened in the22

past.23

MS. MONTEITH:  Thank you, Your Honor.  I'm24

sorry.  We don't weigh in on that matter.25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I recognize you don't1

weigh in on it, but we're talking about precedent2

here.  And there are cases -- not cases out there, but3

there's certainly instances where the Agency, if you4

look on the public record, has done that.5

MS. MONTEITH:  And I appreciate that, Your6

Honor.  For the purposes of understanding how to move7

forward, first of all, is it Powertech's ultimate8

determination that they wish us to move forward as9

Judge Froehlich asked?  Second, if that is, in fact,10

the case, then -- because we cannot meet -- I cannot11

represent that we can meet that condition that it's12

precedent to providing direct reimbursement to the13

Tribe for their expenses.14

Is Powertech's perspective that they would15

not provide any such reimbursement such that the Tribe16

can at least have some assurance as to what a non-17

reimbursement would be available to them as in none? 18

And does Powertech anticipate opening the site19

nevertheless and supporting the elements of the20

approach that we know to depend on the licensee to21

provide in order to carry out the approach?  Those are22

the -- for the first question of moving forward and23

then the two specific questions of since we can't meet24

their conditions, how would they respond?25
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JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you, Ms. Monteith. 1

I think you've hit the nail right on the head.  And I,2

too, would very interested to hear the response of3

Powertech.4

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, Chris5

Pugsley.  Emily, may I ask is your question that you6

would like the licensee to answer that in the event7

that we get into a stalemate with respect to NRC fees8

associated with FTE and the contractor, et cetera,9

would we still be willing to open the site to allow10

those portions of the proposal that were directly11

attributable to tribes doing a site survey and being12

reimbursed and getting the honoraria?13

MS. MONTEITH:  I'm sorry.  That question14

is a little complex for me.  We would like to know,15

assuming that you're not telling us right now to stop16

work or in the immediate future because we can't meet17

that condition of yours, nevertheless is Powertech18

willing to open the site and support the site survey19

elements that are necessary such as opening the site,20

perhaps providing the transportation, that sort of21

thing?  Can they do that or will they do that?22

MR. PUGSLEY:  Emily, I appreciate that. 23

Thank you.  Now I completely understand.  And Judge24

Froehlich, Judge Bollwerk, Judge Barnett, I now25
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understand the question from the staff and I will1

immediately take that back to Mr. Thompson and my2

client for an answer.  And we will get an answer to3

the Board and to the staff as soon as we can.4

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, if I may jump5

in here.  I think the staff has made it abundantly6

clear that if we do not move forward on this approach,7

the approach is lost altogether.  And to meet the8

essential elements that the Tribe has noted are9

critical to them in order to provide them with a10

reasonable opportunity to identify their traditional11

cultural resources, we have to move forward on the12

schedule that we've provided.13

So any further delay in this matter is14

going to basically mean that we can't carry this out. 15

And that would incur at least a year's delay before16

re-attempting it next year because one of the17

essential elements of this approach is that we have18

two site survey opportunities.  And we have in the19

middle of that, we have a cultural obligation to the20

Tribe that is committed to.  And they've made it very21

clear to us in the past that they can't do any work in22

that time frame which we respect.23

So if we don't move forward at this point,24

if we don't get the answers that we need in order to25
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have the assurance that we can move forward and that1

Powertech wishes us to do so, then the result is that2

there will be no such approach most likely.3

MR. PUGSLEY:  Well, Judge Bollwerk, Judge4

Froehlich, Chris Pugsley for Powertech.  Would it be5

appropriate to put on the table a question to Mr.6

Parsons about if we were to assume that the portions7

of the March 2018 proposal involving Powertech opening8

the site to the tribes and affording the appropriate9

reimbursement and honoraria pursuant to the conditions10

according to just that, that we proposed in our March11

30 letter?12

Could we get some sort of time frame from13

-- and I'm sorry, Jeff.  I don't mean to talk around14

you, so I guess I should ask you directly.  Is there15

some sort of time frame that we could find out when we16

could get an answer as to whether or not that would be17

agreeable?18

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, all.  Jeff19

Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.  I guess I've got a20

few things to say.  I've been quiet for a while.  With21

respect first to the repeated assertion that Powertech22

is fine or is comfortable with the reimbursement of23

costs and such for the Tribe, I will note that the24

March 30th letter not only imposed conditions25
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precedent on the staff but also on the tribes and most1

notably in agreement -- essentially up front agreement2

that the tribes would waive any right to protest or3

otherwise object to the end product of the NEPA4

analysis which would presumably come out at the end of5

the survey approach, that has been stated and I think6

Mr. Pugsley referenced it.7

That is an unacceptable condition for the8

tribes.  We think it's not compliant with NEPA.  NEPA9

essentially forbids any predetermined conclusions. 10

The analysis has to go where it goes.  And the Tribe11

believes that it's unreasonable to expect the tribes12

-- in fact, the letter reads, all of the tribes who13

wish to participate in the survey to waive all rights14

to object to the end product of the analysis.15

Now the survey approach is one thing, but16

the end result of the analysis has yet to be17

conducted.  And I think as Judge Froehlich mentioned18

earlier, it would be impossible for anyone effectively19

sign off on an analysis that has not even been -- the20

data has not even -- for which has not even been21

collected.22

And so just to be clear, Mr. Pugsley and23

all, that is a condition that the tribes cannot agree24

to.  In fact, I could not advise my client to request25
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that the other tribes participate in the survey on1

condition that they have to waive all rights to object2

or otherwise participate in a process down the road3

based on the ultimate analysis.  So that's one thing. 4

I just wanted to make that very clear.  It doesn't5

seem like Powertech is fine with the reimbursement. 6

It come with what we see is -- or we would consider7

inappropriate and unreasonable conditions.8

Secondly, I mentioned earlier that there9

was an example essentially of costs that Your Honors10

were asking about with respect to per diem and staff11

expenses, et cetera.  There is what we've identified12

and I think it is in the record where we pointed to13

this as a reasonable or at least a good starting14

point.15

There's a document that came out of the16

Crow Butte proceedings that people on this call are17

probably familiar with.  That has a description of18

costs and relevant descriptions of reimbursement, et19

cetera.  That can be found at ML15222, B as in boy,20

289.  It's a draft that was in the process in the Crow21

Butte proceeding.  I'm aware that that did not come to22

fruition.  But for purposes of identifying an example23

of the kind of analysis that would be required to see24

what those expenses would be, that would be it.25
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And finally, as to Mr. Pugsley's most1

recent question, this is, I have to admit, a bit2

frustrating to have to deal with.  What it sounds like3

Mr. Pugsley is proposing is the exact same approach,4

what might be referenced throughout the record as an5

open site approach where there is no support from NRC6

staff or contractor.  And it is essentially opening7

the site to the tribes to go out and do what they will8

do and be totally responsible for providing all the9

data and the analysis with no set protocol or10

methodology.11

And I think that is exactly the reason --12

or exactly the proposal that had been set forth over13

the years that the Tribe has repeatedly and expressly14

and vigorously objected to as not an appropriate, not15

a reasonable methodology or an approach.  So if that's16

what I'm hearing, the Tribe can't support it any more17

than it could throughout the last five or six years18

that that's been proposed.19

We've been encouraged by NRC staff's20

proposal and their most recent proposal of March 2018. 21

Their capacity to listen to our concerns and22

incorporate, although not everything we want.  And23

although Mr. Pugsley thinks it's an extended time24

frame, we think it's a rather tight time frame.  And25
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so we maintain the position that that March 20181

approach is a reasonable one and would not like to see2

backsliding to the proposals that have led to this3

litigation from the start.4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 5

Ms. Monteith, can you respond to the last point that6

we just made?  What is the staff looking for in terms7

of what's going to happen on site?8

MS. MONTEITH:  I'm not sure I followed9

entirely, Your Honor.  Do you mean what's going to10

happen at the site survey?11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Correct.  I mean, the12

point that Mr. Parsons is raising, I guess I'm asking13

you to address it to the degree it's within the scope14

of what you're talking about on March 2018 approach.15

MS. MONTEITH:  I will attempt do so and16

perhaps Mr. Parsons can correct me if I'm17

misunderstanding or misstating anything.18

Now the Tribe has raised throughout our19

engagements with them, let's say over the last two or20

three years, that they have concerns about the21

methodology that would be employed in the site survey. 22

And we have attempted to elicit what specific concerns 23

may be and we've gotten some feedback such as the24

desire for a contractor to support a field survey.25
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And in our December 2017 proposal, we1

offered some potential aspects of a site survey that2

they might weigh in on so that we could resolve those3

to their satisfaction in advance of issuing our4

ultimate proposal and our ultimate approach such as5

having targeted site survey, that kind of thing, using6

land forms as a basis for starting the survey.7

But the one thing that the staff is8

actually kind of interested in is the fact that the9

Tribe has continued to raise and most recently in10

March 30th that the actual methodology to be employed11

at the site survey has still not been developed.  And12

we would have appreciated that being developed prior13

to beginning to implement the approach.  But the Tribe14

made clear to us that they did not wish to discuss15

that until we had an expert contractor on board who16

might advise them as to some options for such17

methodology.18

So I don't believe that we view this site19

survey as an open site approach.  It is, at this20

point, almost entirely governed by the desire of the21

Tribe.  However, one thing that is very significant is22

that the council for the Tribe represented that23

notwithstanding the sort of open nature of what that24

survey might entail, they would be committed to25
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working within the parameters set out in the approach.1

So that, to us, essentially is the time2

frame for the approach.  If the Tribe at this point3

believes that they're not going to be able to support4

the time frame, then I'm not sure that we will have a5

cost effective, reasonable approach on our hands.  But6

we believe that the Tribe is intending to work in good7

faith with us to develop a site survey methodology8

that would fit within the parameters described in the9

March 2018 approach.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Judge Bollwerk.11

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you.12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Mr. Parsons, do you have13

anything you want to say?14

MR. PARSONS:  Yes, thank you, Your Honor. 15

Maybe I misunderstood what I perceived the question as16

being asked of me was whether the Tribe would be17

willing at this point to abandon entirely the March18

2018 approach and pursue a similar approach that had19

been proposed in years previous that had been labeled20

an open-site approach without regard to what was21

proposed in March of 2018.  So I'm not sure.  Maybe I22

misunderstood the question.23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, my point was simply24

this.  You seem to have a concern about the approach. 25
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The staff is the one that would -- I think is going to1

define how the approach goes forward given whatever2

input is appropriate.  So if you're concerned -- I3

just want to see what the staff had to say because I4

wanted -- between the two of you at least -- clear as5

to what's going on.6

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This7

is Jeff Parsons again.  As I stated at the beginning8

of this call, the Tribe can support the approach. 9

However, the conditions that Powertech has put forth10

in its March 30 letter that it considers conditions11

precedent to going forward are unacceptable to the12

Tribe.  And it appears also unacceptable to the staff.13

So that's where I thought we were.  I14

thought Mr. Pugsley was asking me if the Tribe was15

willing to abandon that March 2018 approach entirely16

and go forward with something else and that's where I17

began that discussion.  So I apologize for not --18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  No, that's all right. 19

Now Mr. Pugsley --20

MR. PARSONS:  -- understanding.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- what do you have to22

say about at least -- we'll limit at this point to the23

point that we've just been talking about.24

MR. PUGSLEY:  Yes, Judge Bollwerk.  Chris25
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Pugsley for Powertech.  Number one, I'm having a very1

hard time grappling with the concept that the Tribe2

and the other tribes need an expert contractor and the3

NRC to develop an approach to doing a site survey when4

we've been told during testimony in the evidentiary5

hearing we had in Rapid City as well as on other6

conference calls that only a member of the Tribe can7

identify the properties that are of historic and8

cultural significance which we don't necessarily9

dispute.10

But the point is, why are we being asked11

to spend resources for NRC and a contractor to do it12

when we've offered the Tribe two opportunities on an13

open-site basis to develop their own methodology to go14

ahead and identify the sites?15

Now with that said, I would say in16

response that the only question we asked on this call17

was whether Mr. Parsons would be able to deliver to us18

-- meaning the parties and the Board -- a time, date19

significant where the other tribes which we still have20

no commitment from as to what they want to do,21

assuming that they would be reimbursed and get22

honoraria pursuant to the conditions that we put forth23

which means we would pay the honoraria assuming they24

come do the work, do the site survey, and provide25
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reports, et cetera, to identify these resources.1

Do we have an idea of when we might be2

able to expect that date certain?  And if there is no3

date in sight for that, then fine, then that's all we4

need to know.  But if there is, if there's a time5

frame that we can understand it given the fact that6

Ms. Monteith has noted on this call that it is a time7

sensitive nature for them to follow through with their8

current time line, I think it's important for us to9

know that.10

MS. MONTEITH:  May I jump in?  Actually,11

Your Honor, not to highjack the call.  But I believe12

I may have a response to Mr. Pugsley's question.13

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Please, Ms. Monteith, go14

ahead.15

MS. MONTEITH:  I'm looking at our time16

line for this approach and our intention is to, if we17

move forward with it, send letters to the Lakota Sioux18

Tribes to understand their willingness to participate19

in the implementation of it.20

We would request a response within a21

certain period of time.  And ordinarily, we provide 3022

days.  In this case because of the extended23

negotiation over the terms of the parties' willingness24

to participate, it may be slightly shorter than that. 25
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But I think a date certain by which we would have who1

would be participating would be the May 28th2

teleconference -- or webinar I should say -- with the3

Lakota Sioux Tribes who intend to participate in the4

site survey approach.5

Is that responsive to you, Chris?6

MR. PUGSLEY:  I mean, it's responsive to7

the extent the fact that in the six ISR licensees that8

I've dealt with and Mr. Thompson has dealt with over9

the past several years, those time frames had never10

been adhered to.  So we continue to believe that11

that's the reason we say the cost estimate that we12

receive for NRC staff time and FTE are not an adequate13

estimate because it's going to be bigger.  So that's14

the reason why we need some assurances that this15

process is going to end.16

MS. MONTEITH:  All right.  Perhaps I can17

say this really clearly.  If the site survey does not18

take place on June 11th, it will not take place.  We19

have to maintain that time frame in order for all of20

the components to work together.  And if the Oglala21

Sioux Tribes conveys today that they're not going to22

participate, for example, in the approach, then I23

don't believe we would be reaching out to the other24

tribes as we would depend upon the Oglala Sioux Tribe25
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to coordinate that approach for us given the short1

time frame.2

So we're hoping to obtain some specific3

information today about whether the other two parties,4

Powertech and the Oglala Sioux Tribe, intend to5

participate in the approach.  Thereafter, we have6

specific milestones for obtaining additional7

information with respect to the other Lakota Sioux8

Tribes.9

But as Mr. Parsons had noted, what is10

essential is that we give them the opportunity to11

participate.  We cannot tell them to do so.  If we12

give them that opportunity and they decline to13

participate in accordance with the milestones we've14

set forth for this approach, but that is up to them. 15

But the essential parties involved are Powertech and16

the Oglala Sioux Tribe at this point.17

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you.  If I may, this18

is Jeff Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.  I agree with19

that, Ms. Monteith.  I think the Tribe has been clear20

on this call and frankly in its letter that we're21

committed to moving forward.22

I think it's unreasonable to request all23

of this work on behalf of the tribes and request them24

to commit -- especially other tribes that aren't25
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sitting here on this call today -- to commit without1

any information, let alone details about cost2

reimbursement and the like.3

And so that is -- I think I used the4

phrase "cart before the horse" earlier on this call. 5

That is where it is untenable for the Tribe to get6

firm commitments from these other tribes when we don't7

have information necessary for them to make their8

determination.  I think that's my problem with the --9

and saying that somehow the Tribe is obstructionist in10

this regard I think is false.11

MR. PUGSLEY:  Just --12

MS. MONTEITH:  Jeff, I'm not sure I --13

MR. PUGSLEY:  Wait a minute.  This is14

Chris Pugsley for Powertech.  Mr. Parsons, if I pose15

the question to you this way that we put a condition16

in our March 30 letter that said the honoraria would17

be paid upon those specific conditions precedent but18

the honoraria would be paid, that's a problem?19

MR. STILLS:  If I may, Your Honor, this is20

Travis Stills also with the Tribe.  And I don't mean21

to step on my co-counsel.  But it appears that he's22

now in the process of being interrogated by Mr.23

Pugsley in an attempt to kind of renegotiating the24

time line that was pointed to by Ms. Monteith which25
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includes time frames beginning now through May and1

running up to June 11th to take care of the issues2

that Mr. Pugsley is raising.3

The key question -- and I do think a lot4

of these are red herrings pulling away from the5

essential question that Your Honors Bollwerk and6

Froehlich asked which is, is Powertech going to7

preemptively upset this approach by not paying for the8

contractor that the staff anticipates bringing on9

board in mid-April 2018?10

That seems to be -- and again, I apologize11

to my co-counsel.  I'm stepping over him.  That seems12

to be the operative question right now that Ms.13

Monteith needs to have answered to see whether -- as14

opposed to the open-site survey that Mr. Pugsley is15

now advocating -- to see if that condition and that16

condition and that very immediate step can be taken. 17

Because I think we've addressed the two major18

questions of Chris with the participation even outside19

of the approval by the Tribe of the contractor.20

So if I may -- and my apologies for21

jumping in.  But it appeared that we were beginning to22

go very far off track.23

MR. PUGSLEY:  I am not advocating anything24

outside of the March 30 letter that Powertech provided25
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for the Board.1

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you.  This is Jeff2

Parsons.  Thanks, Travis.  I appreciate that.  As I3

stated before, the conditions precedent in your4

letter, Mr. Pugsley, are that the Tribe waive all5

rights to have any objection to the final product of6

the analysis.  And as I've said, that's an7

unreasonable and unacceptable condition.8

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  All right.  This is9

Judge Froehlich.  I've heard quite a bit from all the10

parties to this.  It seems that from this discussion11

having to do with the honoraria.  And that's not12

really the focus of our predicament, I guess, at this13

point right now.14

All of the dates and the proposal that the15

staff had put forward all trigger upon the staff16

finalizing its contract with its contractor which by17

the enclosure, they intend to bring on board within18

mid-April.  As I look over Enclosure 1, there are19

dates for the staff to contact the various tribes that20

may be interested in.  And within a short time -- and21

certainly it could be less than 30 days thereafter --22

we would have an indication -- all parties would have23

an indication of the number of tribes that would be24

involved in the process.25
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And Powertech would, at that point, have1

an idea of the honoraria and the out-of-pocket costs2

that may be attendant to their participation.  I see3

in the Enclosure 1 that the staff has a series of4

dates in May and towards the end of May where the5

specific methodology would be established with input6

from the tribes as well.7

But before any of these things can happen8

and before any of this work can go forward, the staff9

needs to know and this Board needs to know whether or10

not Powertech is requesting that the staff move11

forward with the March '18 proposal or not.  And12

Powertech being aware that if the staff does move13

forward, that these cost attendant -- which by order14

of magnitude larger than the honoraria and the out-of-15

pocket costs, the contractor cost as well as the staff16

FTE involved -- would be billed through Part 170 to17

Powertech.18

And the answer we need is from Powertech19

at this point on whether the staff should begin the20

process to implement its March 2018 approach, bring21

that contractor on board and begin the, I guess,22

billing of the full fee cost attendant to this to23

Powertech.24

Is Powertech is unwilling or is saying to25
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the staff, no, we don't want to go forward with this? 1

We don't want  you to go forward with this.  Indeed,2

we want you to stop work on this project.  I need to3

hear that.  I think the staff needs to hear that.  On4

the other hand, if Powertech is ready to support the5

staff's proposal to resolve this last contention, we6

need to have that definitive answer and we need to7

move forward from there.8

So I would ask at this point that Mr.9

Pugsley and Mr. Thompson get with their client and10

provide a go, no-go response to the Agency staff by11

close of business Tuesday so that the staff can decide12

whether or not they will continue work on this license13

or whether the process basically comes to a hold and14

leave it to the staff as to whether they wish to15

suspend the license while the work ceases.16

Ms. Monteith, would a deadline by Tuesday17

from Powertech on go, no-go with this proposal impact18

the dates or the schedule that the staff has proposed19

for its March 2018 approach?20

MS. MONTEITH:  I think, Your Honor, we can21

accommodate that.  I believe that we would --22

depending again, I would like to ask or clarify some23

things with counsel for the Tribe.  But assuming that24

we move forward with the approach, I don't believe25
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that a Tuesday response from the licensee would impact1

our intended action.  We would have to issue a letter2

to the tribes essentially on that day in order, I3

think, to move forward.4

MR. PARSONS:  If I may, this is Jeff5

Parsons.  Just so I understand, I realize I wasn't the6

subject of that question, Your Honor.  But I just7

wanted to clarify for my understanding that you're8

asking for an unconditional agreement in order to go9

forward.  I think that's what you said, but I wanted10

to make clear for my purposes.11

MS. MONTEITH:  We wanted to clarify off of12

some of your responses to our approach.  But first,13

maybe we can let the Board take this in turn.  I think14

they wanted a response to this.15

MR. PARSONS:  I'm sorry.  I was asking a16

-- this is Jeff Parsons again.  I was asking a17

clarifying question as to Judge Froehlich's --18

MS. MONTEITH:  Oh.19

MR. PARSONS:  -- request.  It sounds like20

by Tuesday we need either an unconditional agreement21

to go forward with the March 2018 or no.22

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Well, this is Judge23

Froehlich.  It seems to me that the staff has a24

proposal -- an approach which it has determined will25
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resolve the sole remaining contention in this case. 1

In order for the staff to even begin to implement2

their proposal, they need to bring a contractor on3

board.  They need to begin work and this type of work4

would be the type of work that would be billed through5

Part 170 directly to Powertech.6

And the main concern that I had heard from7

the licensee in this case is that there have been a8

great deal of costs and expenses incurred thus far. 9

And there's some hesitancy or resistance to expending10

further funds on this contention in this case.11

And so I think the only way that we can12

move forward at this stage is to hear whether or not13

Powertech wishes the staff to move forward and14

implement its March '18 proposal or not.  Of course,15

while the staff is moving forward, Powertech is16

certainly free to seek whatever type of exemption they17

might desire from the Commission.  But that's really18

not something that this Board or the staff can deal19

with at this point.20

MR. PUGSLEY:  Judge Froehlich, Chris21

Pugsley for Powertech.  If I may beg the Court's22

permission, I'm dealing with a client that is in a23

vastly different time zone from us as you can probably24

expect from Australia and Hong Kong that it's going to25
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require a little more time.  I'm not saying a lot but1

a little more time than Tuesday because any proposal2

that any decision on a go, no-go that you're3

requesting is going to require full support of our4

board of directors.  I would ask the Court's5

indulgence for at least an additional day until6

Wednesday.7

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Ms. Monteith, does a8

Wednesday response from Powertech affect the time9

table and the work staff would need to do on its10

approach?11

MS. MONTEITH:  It does affect it12

potentially, but I think we can accommodate 3 p.m.13

Eastern Time on Wednesday so that we have time to send14

letters if it's a go on that day.15

MR. THOMPSON:  Yes, Your Honor.  Anthony16

Thompson for --17

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Yes.18

MR. THOMPSON:  -- Powertech.  We will19

certainly do our best to beat that.  I mean, we're20

just asking for a little leeway here.  Maybe we can21

beat that, but it does require board approval and22

these people are obviously in vastly different time23

zones.24

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  All right.25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  We need to go off the1

record one second, please.  Thank you.2

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went3

off the record at 3:18 p.m. and resumed at 3:18 p.m.)4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 5

I just want to ask one other clarifying question of6

Ms. Monteith.  So let's say Wednesday Powertech says,7

don't do this.  Does that mean the staff is compelled8

not to do it?9

MS. MONTEITH:  I'd have to revisit that,10

but there is precedent and in the Crow Butte, I11

believe, licensing proceeding, they said, don't do12

that pending representation of a Commission ruling on13

their appeal.14

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes, but there's no15

Commission appeal pending here.16

MS. MONTEITH:  I know.  That's why I'd17

have to consider that.18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I think that's actually19

a different situation that strikes me.20

MR. PUGSLEY:  Actually, yes, there is,21

Your Honor.  There is an appeal.22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  There's an interlocutory23

appeal.  I don't consider that the type of appeal 24

that's pending with the Commission.  That would be my25
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view of any of that.1

So let me just ask you, Ms. Monteith.  Is2

there anything if Powertech says no that precludes you3

from going forward and letting the chips fall where4

they may to follow a process as far as you can until5

something happens where even the Tribe or Powertech6

will not cooperate any further in a way that precludes7

the staff from carrying forward?8

MS. MONTEITH:  I'm waiting just a moment,9

input from the staff on this.  But I think that all10

I'd be comfortable representing at the moment is that11

we would communicate shortly thereafter what approach12

we would be pursuing if we got such a communication.13

So there are considerations I would need14

to weigh and others I would have to discuss this with. 15

And there's not much more I can say about it right16

now.  But there may be -- if they do say, do not17

proceed, I wonder about the implication of that on18

their willingness to open the site to a site survey. 19

And at that stage, there may be something else we20

would have to consider.  And again, I can't really21

explain more on what happens. 22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  But you won't know that23

-- excuse me, this is Judge Bollwerk.  But you won't24

know that until you proceed, correct?25
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MS. MONTEITH:  That is the potential1

possibility, yes, Your Honor.  That would be the risk2

of proceeding in the face of a request to not proceed3

by the licensee.4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  But it is the staff's5

responsibility to try to resolve this issue, is it6

not?7

MS. MONTEITH:  Yes, for the license, it is8

our responsibility to complete the NEPA process.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So in the end, it's your10

decision?11

MS. MONTEITH:  Most likely, Your Honor.12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  I'll take a most13

likely.  I think it's very likely.  I think it's14

almost certain, but I'll leave it at that.15

MS. MONTEITH:  I appreciate your input on16

it, Your Honor.  I truly do.17

MR. PARSONS:  Your Honor, this is Jeff18

Parsons.  At the risk of frustrating the conversation,19

certainly there is another option which is additional20

litigation in full court.  I would note -- and the21

Board did in its order -- that there's a litigation22

schedule in place.23

And so if there is a lack of agreement --24

and I think the Board set forth at the beginning of25
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this whole process last year, if there's a lack of1

agreement, we can certainly, as a last resort, go2

forward with that litigation schedule.3

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, let's go back.  I4

guess the Board did have one question which I haven't5

heard answered yet which does anybody intend at this6

point to stop for summary disposition?7

MR. PUGSLEY:  Your Honor, Chris Pugsley8

for Powertech.  We are mulling our options at this9

time, but we don't have a definitive answer.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  What about the NRC staff?11

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, if I may12

request a couple of points of clarification of the13

counsel for the Oglala Sioux Tribe regarding their14

position on the approach before I respond.  But that's15

not to suggest that my intention is to have summary16

disposition.17

But we wanted to clarify whether in the18

circumstances, hypothetically speaking, no19

reimbursement was offered by Powertech for any number20

of reasons, would that impact the Tribe's position or21

ability to support the approach such that they know22

right now they would not participate in the site23

survey?24

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Ms. Monteith. 25
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This is Jeff Parsons again.  In response to the1

Board's third question in the order addressed today,2

the question was whether that would preclude the Tribe3

from participating entirely and the answer was no.4

Unfortunately, without resources to5

conduct any of this activity, the Tribe would have to6

re-assess its ability, the extent to which it could7

participate I think was the answer.  I did continue to8

note that that's a significant problem for the Tribe9

given its -- and the Office -- Tribal Historic10

Preservation Office given its limited and thinly11

spread resources.12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And this is Judge13

Bollwerk.  Again, that's a qualified answer.  But in14

theory, you're not going to know the answer to that15

until you go forward and staff having again the16

responsibility to carry this forward.  Is it seat17

appropriate to fulfill a requirement that they have.18

If it got to the point, it strikes me19

where tribal reimbursement became an issue, then you20

may have to raise this policy issue that you said you21

really didn't want to go to, to resolve this, which,22

of course, is going to throw your whole schedule out23

of whack and probably delay this whole thing a year. 24

But that's certainly a way that we could proceed. 25
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It's not pretty, but it's a possibility.1

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This2

is Jeff Parsons.  I would just note that I can imagine3

a frustrating situation for the Tribe where the NRC4

indicates to the Tribe that the Tribe has to do this5

in order for the appropriate data to be obtained and6

laying it at the Tribe's feet for being obstructionist7

where we have reasonable and sincere problems with8

resources to be able to conduct the work that they9

expect us to do.10

I think I'm foreshadowing and foreseeing11

a very uncomfortable position for the Tribe to be put12

in where we're expected to conduct all this work yet13

the applicant is unwilling to -- or excuse me -- the14

licensee is unwilling to -- and the NRC staff is15

unwilling to reimburse yet somehow we're at fault --16

the Tribe is at fault for not doing the work.17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Thank you.  I understand,18

Mr. Parsons.  But I also heard the staff say that19

while it's not the current protocol to doing so for20

the staff to reimburse that they could certainly raise21

that question and see what the possibilities were.22

MR. PARSONS:  And Your Honor, we --23

(Simultaneous speaking.)24

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- but I think --25
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MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.1

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- it's something on the2

table.3

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, if I may weigh4

in.5

MR. PARSONS:  We would support that.6

MS. MONTEITH:  I think that I noted that7

that may entail decision making that's going to8

involve the Commission and would considerably impact9

the ability.  And I don't know that there would be10

that result there.11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Might not be.  The12

problem is if this does not proceed down the path that13

the staff has laid out in some way, shape, or form,14

that there's going to be a whole lot of delay and15

additional cost for everybody.  So everybody needs to16

take that into account.  I don't know where this is17

going, but it looks like there could be issues for18

everybody down the road.19

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, it's the20

staff's position that this approach, including the21

very firm time frame, there's reasonable effort to22

obtain this information.  We cannot guarantee results,23

but we can do the best that we can with the resources24

that we have.  To delay this additional year may25
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render any such approach cost prohibitive on the basis1

of delay.2

So what we would like to do is effectually3

this approach this year with the participants.  And I4

think all that we can represent is within -- the5

things that are within the staff's control we have6

provided the opportunity for the tribes to7

participate.  If they elect not to do so, that is up8

to them.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.10

MR. PARSONS:  But I would note -- sorry to11

beleaguer this.  But Ms. Monteith -- this is Jeff12

Parsons again -- the Agency I'm sure is aware that13

there are -- to the extent that there's no14

compensation for the Tribe and no reimbursement and15

the NRC staff finds that despite its best efforts and16

intentions, the Tribe is unable to provide the17

necessary support.  Again, the Tribe will do18

everything that it can given the lack of resources.19

There are contractors out there that20

conduct this type of work.  I'm not sure that that21

will involve the tribal agencies and tribal members22

and can conduct cultural resources surveys.  They cost23

money.  And so that is a consideration certainly.  So24

I would suggest that simply because the licensee is25
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not willing to support a reasonable approach to1

accommodating or concluding this contention does not2

eliminate the staff's scope of possible solutions.3

MR. PUGSLEY:  Let me -- Judge Froehlich,4

Chris Pugsley for Powertech.  Let me take issue with5

Mr. Parsons' comment that the licensee does not6

support a reasonable approach to the resolution of7

this contention.  We believe we have.  That's all I'm8

going to say.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Thank you.  This is Judge10

Bollwerk.  Ms. Monteith, back to my original question. 11

Do you have any intention about filing for summary12

disposition?13

MS. MONTEITH:  Your Honor, I think that's14

something we would need to consider.  Right now, we15

remain, I believe, committed to implementing the16

approach.  But we would reserve the option to file17

such a motion in accordance with the current18

litigation schedule.  That said, since I believe our19

current position is to continue with the approach, I20

would note that the current litigation milestones are21

in conflict with that approach, specifically the time22

frame for the site survey is in conflict with the23

times for developing testimony on a hearing.24

So I wonder if the Board has any intention25
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of revising the milestones for the litigation schedule1

assuming we do continue with this approach.2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I suspect that all3

depends on what we see from the parties over the next4

-- again, and someone could always come in and ask us5

to change the schedule if there's a good reason. 6

We're still waiting to hear the reason.7

Mr. Parsons, anything you want to say8

about summary disposition?9

MR. PARSONS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Jeff10

Parsons on behalf of the Tribe.  I think we're in the11

same position as the other parties.  Without knowing12

what Powertech's position on their go, no-go position13

on the March 2018 proposal, the Tribe can't commit one14

way or the other.15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.16

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Is there anything else17

that any party wishes to raise that we haven't18

discussed up until now or any suggestions from any of19

the parties as to dates or events that need to take20

place in the short term?21

It's my opinion that we need to hear from22

Powertech on sort of the elephant in the room, sort of23

the big ticket costs on whether the licensee is24

supportive of the staff's plan.  And then from there,25
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I think the parties will be able to work through the1

other issues that were raised in today's conference2

call.3

I have nothing further.  Does Judge4

Barnett or Judge Bollwerk have anything they'd like to5

ask or say?6

JUDGE BARNETT:  This is Judge Barnett.  I7

don't have anything.8

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  This is Judge Bollwerk. 9

Only that I hope you all will very carefully consider10

in the next couple days what to do.  This has the11

opportunity here to move things forward or it has the12

opportunity to delay things further.  But you all need13

to obviously take into account your positions and do14

what you think is reasonable under the circumstances.15

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Is there anything that16

any of the parties wish to raise before we conclude17

this call?18

MR. PUGSLEY:  Chris Pugsley for Powertech,19

Your Honor.  Nothing further from the licensee.20

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Thank you, Mr. Pugsley. 21

From staff or the Tribe?22

MR. PARSONS:  This is Jeff Parsons on23

behalf of the Tribe.  Nothing further, Your Honor.24

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  From the Consolidated25
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Interveners?1

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel for2

Consolidated Interveners.  Nothing further, Your3

Honor.4

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  And Ms. Monteith,5

anything you wish to raise or state before we go off6

the record?7

MS. MONTEITH:  I have nothing to add, Your8

Honor, at this time.9

JUDGE FROEHLICH:  Okay.  Then we'll10

adjourn this session, and we will expect a definitive11

response from the licensee no later than 3 p.m.12

Wednesday next week and, as suggested by Mr. Thompson,13

sooner if possible.14

Thank you all.15

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went16

off the record at 3:32 p.m.)17
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